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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Hey, friends! I’ve been teaching some local hand lettering classes lately, and as I was putting together some resources for the students, I decided to create a nice, new set of brush lettering practice sheets. These sheets
are designed specifically to help you master the lowercase Brush Alphabet. I tested them out last night with a great group of women {plus Little Crafter} at a local library, and they were a hit. Each letter has three examples for you to look at, then some lighter colored examples to trace with your pen so that you can get a feel for how the upstrokes
and downstrokes of that letter work. Then, there’s about a row and a half of lined space for you to practice on your own. As always, I believe that practice makes progress, so the more you write a letter, the better you’ll get at it! So, fill those lines… There are two easy ways you can use these brush lettering practice pages. 1. Download them to your
computer, then print and use with brush pens. The Tombow Fudenosuke is ideal to use on these pages, because the size of the tip is a perfect match for the examples. If you like, though, you can also fill a row using a Dual Brush Pen to give you practice with two different kinds and sizes of pens. 2. Download them on your iPad Pro and open in the
Procreate app. If you’re lucky enough to have an iPad Pro and like to make your lettering digital, just open each page in Procreate, then use your Apple Pencil to trace over the examples and write your own. The best part about this is that you can always erase and reuse the practice sheets as many times as you like! The particular brush I use is called
Light Calligraphy and is available on Creative Market. As you get increasingly comfortable with a letter, feel free to use the extra lines to practice embellishments too. There is no wrong way to use these sheets! The key is just to choose whatever works best for you and get started. Here’s where to grab them: Download the Brush Lettering Lowercase
Alphabet Practice Sheets Just click the link above and you’ll see all six sheets. Each one has 4-5 of the letters on it, so you’ll need to download all six for the full alphabet. Hope these help you in your lettering journey! Want more? Click here to grab practice sheets that will take you through the alphabet one letter at a time. I also have a companion set
of free practice pages for the uppercase brush alphabet too, so you can move on to those next. Be sure to check out my step by step guide to basic brush lettering technique, and don’t forget, you can also order my 208 page interactive workbook, Hand Lettering for Relaxation! Happy lettering, friends! I first released this simple brush pen worksheet
in 2015. Little did I know that it would become one of the most popular printables on TPK! With 131,500 downloads and counting, many a brush pen enthusiast has worked through the exercises in this worksheet. Today, I want to talk about what you can learn from filling out the Free Brush Pen worksheet, as well as other brush pen resources that
you can take advantage of on the TPK site! Why Use Brush Pens? Brush pens are a delightfully efficient, mess-free cousin of dip pen calligraphy. Just like with the dip pen, you can vary your pressure on a brush pen in order to create a combination of thick and thin strokes. Unlike the dip pen, however, the brush pen is a bit thicker. It allows you to
write very quickly! Need to whip up a quick greeting card? Just write on it with a brush pen, as I’ve done here! Many people consider brush pens to be easier to use than dip pens are. That’s probably because everyone has used a marker before at some point in their lives, so when you pick up a brush pen, you’re handling a writing instrument that’s
(mostly) familiar! I can attest to the fact that they’re family-friendly, so they offer an easy way to get in some creative time when you’re hanging out with your kids. If you work with brush pens around your kids, you can invite them to join in on the fun! You won’t be scrambling to put away highly-spillable ink or worry about your dip pen nibs getting
ruined. I usually encourage my nieces and nephew to use my brush pens that have frayed tips. (You know the drill — “Wow, look at this *beautiful* blue! Don’t you want to draw a picture with it?”) Who Should Use the Free Brush Pen Worksheet? When I designed the Free Brush Pen Worksheet, I had the brush pen semi-beginner in mind. The
worksheet doesn’t include copious instructions as far as how to use a brush pen, but it does have plenty of exercises for people who understand the gist of it! It’s four pages long and covers the very basics: stroke practice, curves, and a whimsical alphabet. You can download this worksheet set by clicking here! If you’re a beginner, I encourage you to
watch the video below! In the video, you’ll get a closer look at brush pen upstrokes and downstrokes, learn about the grip to maintain on your pen, and see how to make the curlicues featured in the worksheet. Premium Brush Pen Worksheet Note that the Free Brush Pen Worksheet is very basic. If you feel that you could benefit from
comprehensive instruction and practice, then the premium version of this worksheet (pictured below) will really help! It includes 100+ pages of practice and several videos. I think that the number one secret to success with a brush pen is remembering to pick the brush pen up as you write! There are strategic junctures in each letter where you can
lift your pen from the page momentarily to give yourself the chance to make stroke contrast. Those junctures may not be intuitive at first, which is why the premium version of the worksheet includes specific letter formation instructions. Which Brush Pens to Buy There are many brush pens to choose from. While I often use Tombow brush pens, I
would recommend starting with the Pigma MB brush pen, which I find is easier to manage. You can also begin learning brush pen calligraphy with ordinary (Crayola) markers, which are budget-friendly and widely available! How to Practice Brush Pen Calligraphy While worksheets will help to learn brush pen calligraphy, nothing helps you to improve
like making projects! For example, you can try creating artwork like the piece shown below for a friend or family member. Don’t be afraid to experiment with making other paper projects like cards, envelopes, and gift tags as well! You can learn how to make the birthday card pictured below in this tutorial. For additional information about brush pen
calligraphy, you may be interested in these other posts: I hope you enjoy learning with the brush pen calligraphy worksheet! Remember to be patient with yourself as you fill it out: it’s okay if your strokes aren’t perfect or your letters look wonky. Every time you pick up that pen, you pave the way for improvement — you can do it! Stay tuned for
another brush pen calligraphy worksheet either later this month or early next month. For the next TPK worksheet set, I’m brush pen-ifying Janet Style dip pen calligraphy! Warmly, I recently discovered the beautiful and creative world of brush lettering. I know, I know I’m behind on these things. I watched my first tutorial and was hooked! I
immediately went in search of brush letter practice sheets so I could perfect my lettering skills. I found lots and lots of beautiful practice sheets and decided to make a list here to help you find enough to last you for a while. Some websites have more than one printable, so I’ve picked my favorites, but you can easily find their other available
downloads. My Favorite Brush Letter Practice Sheets: Free 14-day Brush Basics Booster Challenge (Lyssy Creates) Lyssy has a series of free videos that explain in VERY detailed tutorials on how to hold, angle and practice the strokes you need to build all letters. Her tutorials helped me more than any other video I’ve watched so far. The videos come
directly to your email every day or two and she provides the greatest practice sheets in the first email! She includes sheets for small and large brushes. Not Your Average Brush Pen Calligraphy Drills (The Postman’s Knock) Lindsey made this sheet to practice adjusting your pressure during your brush calligraphy. This is a great sheet I’ve printed and
done so many times with lots of different markers. #90DaysOfDrills Challenge (Two Easels) Veronica offers this as a paid sheet set in her Etsy store, but if you would like them for free just sign up for the emails and on Monday mornings she sends the practice sheets for that week. These are a great practice set for small brushes (like the Tombow
Fudenosuke brushes). More great free practice worksheets: Free Downloadable Lettering Practice Worksheets (Tombow) Free Practice Sheets (The Pigeon Letters) The Beginner’s Guide to Brush Lettering (Destination Decoration) The Beginner’s Guide to Brush Lettering: Part II (Destination Decoration) Free Brush Pen Calligraphy Worksheet (The
Postman’s Knock) Free Brush Pen Calligraphy Worksheet: Neat Slant Edition (The Postman’s Knock) Free Brush Calligraphy Practice Worksheets (Dawn Nicole Designs) 30 Days to Better Brush Calligraphy (Dawn Nicole Designs) {tutorial here} Double Letter Free Brush Calligraphy Practice Worksheets (Dawn Nicole Designs) Tricky Letter
Combinations: Set 1 (Dawn Nicole Designs) {even more here} Hand Lettering/Brush Lettering – Beginner’s Guide (Michilicious) Learn Brush Calligraphy (M2B Studio) Free Hand Lettering Practice Sheets: Brush Lettering (Kelly Sugar Crafts) Learn Brush Lettering with these Free Practice Sheets (The Petite Planner) Free Mini-Guide (Random Olive)
Card Sayings Hand Lettering Practice Sheet (Love Paper Crafts) Hand Letter like an Artist eBook (Quiet Sundays) Summer Brush Lettering Practice Sheet (Liz on Call) Free Brush Lettering Practice Pages: Uppercase Print Alphabet (One Artsy Mama) Free Brush Lettering Practice Pages: Uppercase Alphabet (One Artsy Mama) {even more here}
Hand Lettering Practice Worksheet: “I Can Do Hard Things” (Here Comes the Sun) Free Brush Lettering Worksheets (Hip Homeschooling) How to Make a Living off Your Hand Lettering Skills (Creative Market) Free Brush Calligraphy Practice Sheet (Pretty Prints & Paper) {tutorial here} New Bouncy Worksheets & Free Drills (Kelly Creates) {more
here} Fifty Ways to Draw An “I” (Kiley in Kentucky) Mini Tutorial: Lowercase Alphabet Worksheet (The Lemonade Store) Printable Brush Lettering Practice Sheet – Back to School (Lemon Thistle) Back to School Themed Hand Lettering Practice Sheets (Here Comes the Sun) Freebie from me Check out my own freebies section where you’ll find some
free brush letter practice sheets too! If you need more help there are some wonderful video tutorials on Skillshare. My favorite one there is The ABCs of Brush Pen Lettering by Emma W. of Black Chalk Collective. Emma takes care to show you exactly how to create each lowercase letter and does a great job of explaining the basics. Skillshare is a paid
membership learning site, but with my link (Skillshare) you can get 2 months of Premium membership for FREE! Trust me – 2 months is plenty of time to watch lots of brush lettering classes and more too like watercolor, logo design, etc. Follow my blog with Bloglovin
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